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1. INTRODUCTION 
We study sequences of polynomials, p,(x), one for each degree, satisfying 
the identities 
P,(X + Y> = + Pk(X)JLk(Y). 
kz0 
Such sequences of polynomials have been intensively studied in recent 
years (see, e.g., [2, 4-6, S-101). 
Our point of view in this work will be to assume these sequences to be 
integer-valued. This assumption, far from being a restriction, leads to several 
unexpected simplifications in the theory and brings it closer to its 
combinatorial sources. We have therefore decided to develop the theory anew 
along these lines, that is, by working exclusively over the ring of integers. 
While some of the results relating to the operator calculus associated 
therewith may be gleaned from analogous results in the umbra1 calculus, 
there is nontheless a body of results which make sequences of integral type 
(as we shall call them) strikingly different in their behavior. 
To wit, a sequence of polynomials of integral type is uniquely associated 
with a shift-invariant operator Q-the delta operator of the umbra1 
calculus-which in the present case can be uniquely expanded into a formal 
power series of the difference operator A: 
Q= \’ akAk, 
kyl 
where the ak are now integers, and conversely. 
The formal power series 
g(t) = \’ aktk, 
kyl 
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which will be called the d-indicator of the sequence, is related in a 
remarkable way to the generating function 
\’ P,(X) t” = (1 + f(O>“, 
n>0 
namely, the formal power series f(t) and g(t) are inverse to each other in the 
sense of functional composition. This can be considered to be the central fact 
of this calculus. 
Needless to add, the basic sequence of integral type is (i). The integral 
analog of the umbra1 composition is the operation that replaces a pair of 
sequences 
by the sequence 
This operation occurs in innumerable combinatorial and numerical contexts, 
and it is here shown to correspond to functional composition of the 
indicators. In the classical umbra1 calculus, the analogous fact was obtained 
at the cost of taking logarithms and exponentials of formal power series; 
operations that are now avoided. This results in a notable simplification and 
opens the way to a direct combinatorial interpretation of the indicator and 
its inverse. In the classical umbra1 calculus it seems all but necessary that a 
similar interpretation can only be obtained by compound Poisson processes 
or some generalizations thereof allowing for negative coefficients. 
Lastly, we develop for sequences of integral type formulas of closed form 
whereby each polynomial can be speedily computed. 
This work is considered to be the first of a series. We look forward to 
exploring applications of sequences of integral type to combinatorics. The 
probabilistic interpretation should be clear. The analogous theory in charac- 
teristic p leads to product formulas such as one finds in the theory of Witt 
vectors. 
2. BASIC DEFINITIONS 
Let P be the vector space of real polynomials p(x). A polynomial p E P is 
said to be integral if, for every integer z, the value p(z) is an integer. We 
recall a fundamental result, due to Polya and Szego: 
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THEOREM 1. p(x) is an integral polynomial if and o&y if 
P(x) = a, + a, (T) +a,( ;) +...+an(t) 
for some integers a,, a, ,..., a,. 
A polynomial sequence pn is a sequence of polynomials where pn is of 
degree n for n > 0. A polynomial sequence p, is said to be a polynomial 
sequence of integral type if 
(i) pn is integral and manic’ for every n > 0; 
(ii) for every n 2 0 and x, y E R, 
p,(x + y) = c 
k:O 
PA) P”-,(Y). 
The last requirement implies that p,(O) = 0 for n > 1. 
The simplest examples of polynomial sequences of integral type are the 
following :
(1) P,(x)= (;); 
(2) Y,o=j ~)=(W( ix); 
we recall that the definition of binomial coefficients as 
(XL =-) 
n. I 
where (x), = x(x - 1) . . . (x - n + I), allows x to range over the reals. 
It is straightforward to verify the following: 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let 
Pn = 2 bn.kk bn,, E H 
k=O 
’ In the following, the term “manic” will be referred to polynomials whose leading coef- 
ficient equals + 1 or - 1 y, in its expansion with respect to the basis (t ). 
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be a polynomial sequence such that p,, is manic for every n > 0. Then, p, is a 
sequence of integral type if and only tf coefficients b,,, vertfy 
b,,i+j = ‘- bk,ibn-k,j* 
k:O 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let p,, be a polynomial sequence such that p, is 
integral for n 2 0 and 
P,tx +Y)= '- Pk(X)Pn-k(Y)' 
k=O 
(**I 
Then, every p,, is 
Proof. First of 
p,(O)=0 for n> 1. 
as 
manic tf and only ifp, is manic. 
all we remark that condition (**) implies p. = 1 and 
Furthermore, we note that condition (*) can be rewritten 
n-j 
b,,i+j = ” bk,ibn-k.j* 
kzi 
(***I 
Let now 
n > 0. 
Since b ,.1= fl, suppose that b,,,= il for k<n- 1; then, (***) gives 
b,,, =b,,lb,-I,,-, = fl. 
Hence, by induction, the statement is proved. 1 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let b,,, = f 1, b,,, b,,, ,... be a given sequence of 
integers; then, there exists a unique polynomial sequence of integral type p, 
such that p,(l) = b,,, for n > 1. 
Proof By recursion, using (*) and recalling that b,,, = 1, b,,, = 0 for 
n > 1, it is possible to get coefficients b,,, so that the polynomial sequence pn 
with 
Pn= t 4,kPk 
k=O ' 
is of integral type. I 
Note that, for every integral polynomial p(x) such that p(0) = 0, p(1) 
equals the first coefficient of its expansion in terms of Pk. Hence, the 
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previous result shows that it is possible to compute directly both the coef- 
ficients and the values of a given sequence of integral type, when the value at 
1 is given for every polynomial. 
We recall that a polynomial sequence p, is said to be of binomial type if, 
for every n > 0, 
PA + y) = 
;, n 
,eo ( 1 
k P/c(X) PM(Y). 
The allied polynomial for a given polynomial p of degree rt is defined to 
bep^=n!p. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let p,, be a polynomial sequence, with p,, integral and 
manic for n > 0, and let p^, be the sequence of allied polynomials. Then p,, is 
of integral type if and only ifp^, is of binomial type. 
Proof: It is sufficient to note that 
fi,(x + y) = n!p,(x + Y> = n! ;’ Pk(x)Pn-k(Y) 
k:O 
3. INTEGRAL SHIFT-INVARIANT OPERATORS 
For every real a we define a linear operator (shift operator) E”: P -+ P in 
the following way: 
Q(x) = p(x + a) 
for every p E P. 
E’ will be also written E. The identity operator will be written I. 
A linear operator T: P + P is said to be shlyt-invariant if 
TEa = E”T 
for every shift E’. It is well known (see, e.g., [lo]) that shift-invariant 
operators form a commutative algebra L.In the following, a particular role 
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will be played by two special shift-invariant operators, namely, the forward 
difference operator A, defined by A = E -I, that is, 
Ap(x) = p(x + 1) - P(X) 
for every p E P, and the backward diflerence operator V, defined by 
V = I - E- ‘, that is, 
VP(X) = P(X) - P(X - 1) 
for every p E P. 
A shift-invariant operator Q is said to be a delta operator whenever Qx is 
a non-zero constant. It is immediate that if Q is a delta operator, then 
C& = 0 for every polynomial p of degree zero. 
It is possible to associate to every delta operator Q a unique polynomial 
sequence of binomial type q,, (the basic sequence for Q), such that 
Qq, = nq,- i for n > 1; conversely, given a polynomial sequence of binomial 
type 4,, there exists a unique delta operator Q such that qn is the basic 
sequence for Q (see [lo]). 
It is easily checked that the operators A and V are delta operators, with 
basic sequences 
(x),=x(x-l)*** (x-n+ l)=n!/3” 
and 
(x),=x(x+ l)... (x+n- l)=n!y,, 
respectively. 
We can now recall the following result (cf. [lo]): 
THEOREM 2 (expansion theorem). Let T be a shift-invariant operator 
and let Q be a delta operator with basic sequence q,. Then 
T= v %Qk 
k?O k! 
with ak = &(Tqk), where E(P) denotes the evaluation at zero of the polynomial 
P. 
A linear operator T: P -+ P will be called an integral operator if T maps 
integral polynomials into integral polynomials. Obviously, A and V are 
integral shift-invariant operators. 
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PROPOSITION 3.1. The following are equivalent: 
(i) T is an integral shift-invariant operator; 
(ii) 
T= \’ a,Ak 
ky0 
witha,EZfork>O; 
(iii) T is shift-invariant and e(TPk) is an integer for every k. 
Proof By the expansion theorem, every shift-invariant operator can be 
written as 
T= F7 !!L,k 
ky0 k! 
with 
bk -&(T(X)k) 
k! k! 
= &(TPk) = ak. 
If T is an integral operator, obviously ah is an integer for every k. 
Conversely, if ak is an integer for every k, then it is immediately checked 
that T maps integral polynomials into integral polynomials and is shift- 
invariant. Finally, it is easily seen that (ii) and (iii) are equivalent. 1 
By the expansion theorem, every shift-invariant operator T can be written 
as 
T= x a,Ak 
k>O 
with ak = e(TPk). Hence, it is possible to associate to every shift-invariant 
operator T a formal power series 
f(t) = x aktk, 
k>O 
which will be called the A-indicator of T. We shall formally write 
T= f(A). 
In particular, if T is an integral shift-invariant operator, its A-indicator has 
integral coefficients. 
The correspondence 4 between integral shift-invariant operators and 
formal power series with integral coefficients defined above turns out to be a 
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bijection. Furthermore, if S, T are integral shift-invariant operators, then 
S + T and ST are also integral shift-invariant operators, and #(S + 7’) = 
W) + fV)~ WT) = W) W3~ w h ere on the right we have the usual sum 
and product of formal power series. 
Hence, we can state the following: 
PROPOSITION 3.2. The algebra C, of integral shift-invariant operators is 
isomorphic to the algebra of formal power series with integral coeflcients. 
Let now qn be a polynomial sequence of integral type, and let 4, be its 
allied sequence. Then, gn is the basic sequence for some delta operator Q, 
and 
Qqn=Q!$+!+ 4,-l; 
furthermore, since q, is manic, that is, q, = @,, and q0 = 1, we have 
l=qo==Qq1=*QP,. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let q,, be a polynomial sequence of integral type and 
Qn its allied sequence; then, the delta operator Q associated to 8, is an 
integral shift-invariant operator. 
ProoJ By previous results, we have only to prove that s(QPk) is an 
integer for every k. We can prove the statement by induction. QJ3, = 0 by 
hypothesis; further, QJ, = f 1 as we remarked above. Suppose that 
c(Q/?J E Z for k < n - 1 (n > 2) and let 
with b,,, = f 1 and b,,, E Z ; then 
qn-,=Qqn= + b,,,Q& 
k:O 
which implies 
that is, 
0 = &(%s- 1) = 2 b,&@&h 
k=O 
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An integral delta operator is an operator Q such that 
Q= x a,Ak 
k>l 
with ak E Z for every k and a, = f 1, that is, Q is a delta operator, Q is 
integral, and Q/I, = f 1. 
A delta operator Q is said to be associated to the polynomial sequence of 
integral type q,, if Qq, = qn-, for n > 1. qn will be said the basic integral 
sequence for Q. Clearly, if Q is the delta operator associated to the 
polynomial sequence of integral type q, , then Q is an integral delta operator. 
Conversely, we have :
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let Q be an integral delta operator. Then, there exists 
a unique polynomial sequence of integral type q,, such that Qq, = q,- , for 
n> 1. 
Proof. First of all, since Q is a delta operator, there exists a unique 
polynomial sequence of binomial type, d,, such that QG,, = nd,- 1 for n > 1. 
Hence, for the sequence 
we have 
Qq, =qn-1 
and 
dX + Y> = f qkcX) qn - k(y)’ 
k=O 
We have to show that q, is manic and integral for n > 1. We note that 
Qql = q. implies q1 = &PI. Hence, every qn is mOniC. Suppose that qk is 
integral for every k < n - 1; then, if 
we have 
n-j 
bn.i+j = Z: bk,ibn-k,j E ’ 
k=i 
for every i, j > 1. 
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Finally, we have 
qn-1 = Qq,= ,$ b,,,QP, 
k=l 
k=2 
which implies 
fbn,, =qn-1 - i: h&.&c; 
k=2 
since the right polynomial is integral, so is b,,, . i 
THEOREM 3 (integral expansion theorem). Let T be an integral shift- 
invariant operator and let Q be an integral delta operator with basic integral 
sequence q,. Then 
T= c akQk, ak E z k>O 
with ak = &(Tqk). 
ProoJ By Theorem 2, since 4, = n! q, is the basic sequence of Q, we 
have 
T= c b”Qk, 
k>O k! 
with b, = e(Tdk). Since 
E(Tgk) = k! &(Tq,), 
we have the assumption. 1 
COROLLARY 3.5. Let T be a shift-invariant operator such that Tq, is an 
integral polynomial for every qn of some polynomial sequence of integral type. 
Then, T is an integral shift-invariant operator. 
4. CLOSED FORMULAS 
Let us now define a linear operator p: P + P by setting 
PP,=(n+ l)&+, for n>O. 
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For every linear operator T: P+ P, we will call Cremona derivative of 7 
the operator 
PROPOSITION 4.1. If T is a shift-invariant operator, then T’ is shift- 
invariant. Furthermore, for every T E Z;, if f (t) is the A-indicator of T, then 
the A-indicator of T’ is the ordinary derivative f’(t) of the formal power 
series f(t). 
Proof: Let TEZ, T=C,>,a,Ak; then 
T~L4=7pP,-~V,=T(n+ l>P,+l-PVn 
=(n+ l)TD,,+, -P ( x a,dlU,) 
kZ0 
=(n+ 1) “ akdkPn+l-P x akPn-k 
ky0 k>O 
=(n+ 1) “ akP,,+I-k- c ak(nek+ l)Pn-k+l 
ky0 k>O 
= “ kak&+,pk = 1 kakAkp’P,; 
ky0 k>O 
hence, T’ E C and the A-indicator of T’ is Ckao kaktk, which is the 
derivative of the indicator of T. 4 
COROLLARY 4.2. The Cremona derivative is a derivation of the algebra 
C, that is, it is linear and 
(TS)’ = T’S + ST 
for every S, T E C. 
COROLLARY 4.3. The Cremona derivative of an integral shift-invariant 
operator is also integral. 
COROLLARY 4.4. The Cremona derivative of an integral delta operator 
is an invertible shift-invariant operator and its inverse is also an integral 
shift-invariant operator. 
Proof. Let Q be an integral shift-invariant operator; then, the A-indicator 
of Q is of the form 
f(t)=ft+a,t2+..., aiE Z. 
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The d-indicator of Q’ is 
f’(t)=*1 +2a,t+ ... ; 
hence, the series f’(t) is invertible (with respect to the product of formal 
power series), and its inverse is of the form 
with bi E Z. Since g(r) is the d-indicator of (Q’))‘, the statement is 
proved. 1 
We remark that every integral delta operator Q may be written in the form 
Q = AR, with R an invertible integral shift-invariant operator. 
THEOREM 4 (integral closed formulas). Let Q = AR be an integral delta 
operator and let q, be its basic integral sequence. Then 
(1) qn = Q’R-‘-I&; 
(2) q,=R-“P.-+“)P.-,; 
(3) qn =+-WY-,; 
q.=+-VP’)-‘qn-,. 
ProoJ Let pn = Q’R-‘-ID,,; then, pn is integral for every n 2 0; 
furthermore, we have 
for n > 1. This implies that p,, is the basic integral sequence for Q, that is, 
p, = qn, n > 0. Hence, the first formula holds. 
We shall now prove that the right-hand side of formulas (l)-(3) are equal. 
In fact, 
Q’R-“-‘=(AR)‘R-“-LAIR-“+AR’R-n-&R-+R-”),A, 
Hence 
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This proves formula (2). Further, we have 
=R-“/I, -R-“/I, ++;B,-, =+-“p., 
and this proves formula (3). 
In order to prove formula (4), we note that from formula (1) it follows 
that 
Pn-I= (Q’)--“a-,; 
by formula (3) we have 
q, =+3R-nj3n-I = ’ ,fiR-“(Q’)-‘R”q,.-, 
=+3(Q’)-1qn-,. fl 
5. UMBRAL COMPOSITION 
Let q,, be a polynomial sequence of integral type and let Q be its 
associated integral delta operator, with d-indicator q(t). 
As we showed above, the sequence qn is given when is given the sequence 
qi(l), q2(1),... of evaluations in 1. Hence, we can associate to qn the formal 
power series 
g(t) = c 4nU) f”Y n>t 
which has integral coefficients. 
By the integral expansion theorem, we have 
A= c a,Q” 
n>O 
with a, = &(Aq,). We note that Aq,(x) = qn(x + 1) - qn(x) implies 
c(Aq,) = q,(l). Hence, we can formally write A = g(Q), which gives 
Q z@).~ Since Q = q(A), we have q = g. We have thus proved the 
following: 
* Here, g denotes the compositional inverse of g. 
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THEOREM 5. Let q,, be a polynomial sequence of integral type and Q be 
its associated delta, with indicator q(t). Then 
4(t)= c q,(l) t”. n>l 
By easy computations it can be checked that, if we consider the generating 
function of the sequence q,, namely, 
F(x, t) = 1 p,(x) t”, 
n>O 
we have 
F(x, t) = (1 + @(t))x. 
Let now p, and q, be two polynomial sequences of integral type with 
in = c b,,P,. 
We define the integral umbra1 composition of pn and q, to be the 
polynomial sequence 
Pn(‘l)= c bd?k. 
k>O 
THEOREM 6. The integral umbra1 composition of the polynomial 
sequences of integral type p, and q,, is of integral type. 
Proof. Set r, = p,(q). First of all, we have r, = k/3, ; hence, every 
polynomial r, is manic. Furthermore, for every x, y E R, we have 
r,(X f Y) = x b,,,kqk(x i-Y> = c b,,k T qj(x) qk-j(Y) 
k>‘J k>O 1% 
= x 1 bh,jbn-h,k-j ‘Y qj(x)qk-j(y) 
k>O h>O JTO 
= 2: rh(x)rn-h(Y). I 
h>O 
A linear operator U: P - P is said to be an umbra1 operator whenever it 
maps some polynomial sequence of binomial type into a polynomial 
sequence of binomial type. We recall the following result (see [lo]): 
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PROPOSITION 5.1. Let U be an umbra1 operator. Then U ’ exists and 
(a) the map T-t UTU is an automorphism of the algebra Z of shift- 
invariant operators; 
(b) U maps every sequence of binomial type into a sequence of 
binomial type; 
(c) if Q is a delta operator, then P = UQU- ’ is also a delta operator; 
(d) if S=s(Q), where s(t) is a formal power series, then 
USU- ’ = s(P), with P = UQU- ‘. 
A linear operator U: P-t P will be said an integral umbra1 operator if it 
maps a polynomial sequence of integral type into another polynomial 
sequence of integral type. Obviously, every integral umbra1 operator is an 
umbra1 operator. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let U be an integral umbra1 operator. Then 
(a) the map T-+ UTU-’ is an automorphism of the algebra Z of shift- 
invariant operators, Jixing the subalgebra Z; ; 
(b) U maps every polynomial sequence of integral type into a 
polynomial sequence of integral type; 
(c) tf Q is a delta operator, then P = UQU-’ is also an integral delta 
operator; 
(4 VSEZ,, S=s(Q), Q an integral delta operator, s(t) an integral 
formal power series, then USU-’ = s(P), with P = UQU-‘. 
Proof Let q,, be the polynomial sequence of integral type such that 
us, ‘Pn, where pn is of integral type. Let P and Q be te integral delta 
operators associated to p,, and qn, respectively. First of all, since U is an 
umbra1 operator, by Proposition 5.1, T-1 UTU-’ is an automorphism of Z, 
and, moreover, if 
T= z akQk, 
k>O 
then 
UTU-‘= r akPk; 
kT0 
this implies that, if T E ZI, then UTU- ’ E Z,. Now, if T is an integral delta 
operator, then 
T= z akQk, 
k>l 
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with a, = fl; hence 
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UTU-’ = c a,Pk 
k>l 
is an integral delta operator. Finally, given any polynomial sequence of 
integral type rn, we consider the allied sequence of binomial type, f”. It is 
well known that UF,, is a sequence of binomial type and, if R is the delta 
operator associated to ?n (which is integral), the delta operator associated to 
UF,, is URU-‘, which is also integral; this implies that the sequence 
is of integral type. I 
Note that the last proposition allows us to give a simpler proof of 
Theorem 6 : in fact, if pn and q,, are polynomial sequences of integral type, 
and U is the integral umbra1 operator which maps p, into qn, then 
P&l) = UP, 
and this implies that p,(q) is of integral type. 
COROLLARY 5.3. Let p,,, q,, be polynomial sequences of integral type, 
and let p(t), q(t) be the A-indicators of their integral delta operators. Then, if 
r, = p,(q) and r(t) is the A-indicator of the integral delta operator associated 
to r,,, we have 
r(t) = PW)). 
Proof. Let U be the integral umbra1 operator which maps p, into qn; 
then, as we remarked above, r, = Up,,. This implies that if P is the integral 
delta operator associated to p,, then the integral delta operator associated to 
r, is R = URU-‘. Now, by Proposition 5.2, we have R = p(Q), where Q is 
the integral delta operator associated to q,. Since Q = q(A), we have 
R = MA)). 1 
6. AUTOMORPHISMS AND DERIVATIONS OF Z, 
We are now concerned with the problem of characterizing all the 
automorphisms and the surjective derivations of I; fixing 2,. 
First of all, we recall some preliminary known results, due to Roman and 
Rota (see [9]): 
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THEOREM I. Every automorphism of C is of the form T-t UTU ‘, with 
U an umbra1 operator. 
Further, an umbra1 shift is a map 0: P -+ P such that @p, = p,, , for some 
polynomial sequence of binomial type p,. 
THEOREM 8. Every surjective derivation of C is of the form 
T-+ TO - BT, with 0 an umbra1 shift. 
We can now state the following result: 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Every automorphism of C fixing Z, is of the form 
T-1 UTU ‘, with U an integral umbra1 operator. 
Proof This follows immediately from Theorem 7 and Proposi- 
tion 5.2. I 
An integral umbra1 shift is a linear operator 8: P + P such that Op, = 
(n + l)p,+, for some polynomial sequence of integral type p,. Obviously, 
an integral umbra1 shift is an integral operator. 
An integral derivation of Z will be a surjective derivation of Z fixing C,. 
PROPOSITION 6.2. Let 8 be an integral umbra1 shift; then the map 
T+ TB - 8T is an integral derivation of 8. Furthermore, every integral 
derivation 8 of Z such that the restriction of a to .Zc, is sutjective on C, is of 
the form T -+ TB - 0T, with 0 an integral umbra1 shift. 
Proof: Let 0 be the integral umbra1 shift such that Bp, = (n + l)p, ! :, 
with pn a polynomial sequence of integral type. Let P the integral delta 
operator associated to p,. If T E Z,, T = J&,, akPk, ak E Z, we have 
(To - eT)p,, = (n + 1) 2 akPkp,+, - 0 x akPkp, 
k>O k>O 
=(n+ 1) C 
k>O 
akPn+ l-k - z. ake?%-k 
= (n + 1) x akp,,+l-k- c ak@ + 1 -k)&+l-k 
k>O k>O 
= z. kakPn+l-k= kTo ka,pk-h; 
this implies Tt? - BT = CkhO kakPk-’ E Z, and it is easy to see that T8 - 8T 
is a derivation. 
Furthermore, let a be an integral derivation of Z, such that 3 1 C, is 
surjective on C,. Then, by Theorem 8, there exists an umbra1 shift 8 such 
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that 8T = TO - BT. Let 15, be the polynomial sequence of binomial type with 
~~n=i4tl~ and let P be the delta operator associated to 3,. Since 3 ) Z, is 
surjective, there exists an integral operator FE C, such that P = I and, since 
3 is a derivation, we can suppose that p is an integral delta operator. Then, if 
P=f(P)= C akPk, 
k>l 
we have 
@= c kakPk-‘; 
k>l 
hence 
I= c kakPk-’ 
k>l 
which implies a, = 1, ak = 0 for k > 2, that is, P = F. Henceforth, P is 
integral and 8 is an integral umbra1 shift. a 
7. EXAMPLES 
First of all we have to mention once more the polynomial sequences of 
integral type /3, and yn whose delta operators are .4 and V, respectively; we 
recall that the combinatorial intepretation of these two sequences is the 
following: p,,(x) is the number of subsets of size n of a set of size x; y,(x) is 
the number of multisets of size n of a set of size x. The d-indicator of V is 
f(t)= y (-1)k-’ tk 
k>l 
and it can be easily checked that 
for n > 0. 
Another polynomial sequence of integral type which has an interesting 
combinatorial intepretation is the following: 
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where p,(x) is the number of multisets of size II of a set of size x, with the 
constraint hat each element in a multiset can be taken at most twice. 
We now exhibit two classes of integral delta operators which can be seen 
as the integral analogous of the Abel and Laguerre operators of the umbra1 
calculus. 
First, for every integer z, consider the operator A’ defined as 
A A’= (1 +A)’ =E-ZAi 
that is, 
A’ is called the Gould operator related to z. The basic polynomial sequence 
for A’ is 
Note that 
Set now, for every integer w, 
A 
L”= (1 +wA)’ 
that is, 
Lw will be called the integral Laguerre operator related to w; its basic 
polynomial sequence is 
Also in this case we obtain 
n: =P,, 
l:,=y,. 
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Finally, we can generalize both the Gould and integral Laguerre operators 
by considering-for all integers w, z-the operator 
R w.1 - 
A 
-(l+wA)” 
that is, 
The basic polynomial sequence for R’“*’ is 
W,L -
Pll - c wn-k+( ,““,) Pk. 
k>O 
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